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CONTACT:
metasyn@michaelmandeville.com
fone: 623-374-9585
33801 South Old Mud Springs Road; Black Canyon
City, AZ 85324
http://www.michaelmandeville.com

CAREER FOCUS
My major focus is to help develop concepts which dignify humanity and uplift human horizons into
spiritual perspectives which serve the entire world. I can work in two roles: (a) in a strategic role, using and
coordinating the activities of specialists; (b) as a single creator. Currently, with one hand I write assessments
about major changes and trends in the Earth and Human Affairs and with the other hand I am engaged in
the development of cooperative online communities which empower people to create a better future..

STRENGTHS
I am efficient, technically astute, a skilled writer, a good speaker, and I enjoy working with all aspects of
operations, marketing, organization and financial analysis.
Teaching & Creativity: originality and the ability to create teams of people; decisive business problem-solving;
advanced analytic skills for solving political, organizational, and technical problems; the ability to tutor and teach
people in technical subjects;
Computer-sophisticated: wide-ranging technical familiarity with buying, building, installing, and maintaining PC
computers; expert user/teacher of WinWord, Excel, and Windows; experienced in writing complex batch files and
macro automation routines;
Internet Capable: html page coding and software, WWW protocols, internet resources and methodologies, and
electronic publishing;
Publishing: strong writing and communication abilities; detailed knowledge of the publishing industry and the
mechanics of book marketing and distribution;
Experienced: extensive, seasoned operational knowledge of how business and industry works; entrepreneurially
created several programs or businesses.
Science & Technology: wide-ranging conceptual grasp of physics, geophysics, electronics, and human history and
politics.

See the following pages for:
Professional Summary & Skills

Professional & Business Experience

Personal Data & References

Publications & Artistic Productions
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PROFESSIONAL SUMMARY
Education: B.A., M.A., and Ph.C. (doctoral candidate status), University of Washington; emphasis in Political
Theory, Philosophy of Science, American Government, Administration, and Politics, Social Systems Analysis,
Systems Theory, Futurology, Public Administration, Organizational Management, & Educational Psychology.
Business: Self-supporting since early college in small, self-started businesses; started & operated the U.W. Lecture
Notes, the U.W. Experimental College, San Vito Press (printing services), Colorglyph Ceramic Arts (ceramic
manufacturing), and the Solar Fuels Company (renewable energy consultancy in California); consulting work in
business start-up operations since late 1983 - intensive work with capital formation, business development strategy,
syndication agreements, national marketing methods, business plan writing for several small business clients,
business analysis of over 2000 businesses; completed two small sales of computer equipment to the Soviet Union
during 1990; taught several software courses at Bellevue Community College; created several web sites including
Atlantic Rising Magazine, Peter Palms, Muller Magnetic, and others.
Latest Activity: Writing, Publishing, and Lecturing on the economic, political, spiritual, environmental, and
tectonic trends which are transforming Earth and all aspects of Human Civilization.

SKILLS
Business Analysis, Design, Structuring, Start-up, and Management
review and consultation on over 2000 business plans; preparation of Business Plans, Marketing Studies, &
Financial Strategy for three dozen clients and projects in diverse businesses; hiring, firing, and management of
groups of as many as 45 employees.

Writing, Publishing, Graphics, & Printing, Computer Wordprocessing, Spreadsheet, and
Communication Tools:
several articles and several books published, four years of weekly newsletters produced; over 20 years of software
used experience

Artistic Symbolism, Design, & Production:
developed over 50 ceramic jewelry designs and marketed them to department stores;

Group Communication, Teaching, and Public Speaking:
two years of teaching at the U.W., many group seminars and topical presentations; have taught over 10 software
courses and workshops, 1960 Washington State High School Oratory Champion;

Science & Technology:
four years shipboard U.S. Navy Electronics Technician; Renewable Energy Consultant for the State of California
and argicultural cooperatives; independent scientific research in the nature of matter and methods to transmute
radioactive elements; completion of four years of major historical research to validate the abilities of "psychic"
individuals to reliably predict the future and read past events; discovery of the percepts of "vortex tectonics" to
explain how Earth's plate tectonics is driven by centrifugal force, Chandler's Wobble, and the gavitational vectors
of the Moon and Sun; discovery of several correlations and preliminary proofs of vortex tectonics; detailed
exploration of how and why meditative practices develop healing powers and psychic abilities.
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PERSONAL DATA
Birthdate: December 6, 1941
Health: Good, no handicaps or treatments
Social Security #: Upon request

Avocational
Energy, the environment, the outdoors, mineral collections, mushrooms, cybernetics, and the electronic
(digital) transformation of public and private institutions.

Professional References
References Upon Request

PROFESSIONAL & BUSINESS EXPERIENCE
Currently: Focused on the development of the Earth Changes Bulletin into a worldwide internet news media
system and the publication of "The Nine Trends Which Are Changing The Earth - How Underwater Volcanism
Causes Global Warming and Why Greenhouse Gas Is Just Hot Air".
2003/04: From copy developed in the Earth Changes Bulletin, authored and published in English "The Coming
Economic Collapse of 2006". This book extrapolates economic trends predicated by Edgar Cayce, critiques the fatal
transformation of the U.S. Republic into an overt Empire, and compares the current economic and political climate
with the period of the 1930's; book published in Italian during 2004 by Marco Edzioni.
2000/05: Initiated the Earth Changes Bulletin internet newsletter and the Phoenix Quest online community;
produced the weekly "Earth Changes Bulletin Update", which monitors major solar, tectonic, environmental, and
potlical changes on Earth.
2000: Completed and published the "Return of the Phoenix", three volume set in paperback and on CD.
1997/2001: Focused exclusively on the Return of the Phoenix project. Extensive research in history, economics,
archeology, egyptology, geology, geophysics, hermetic and spiritual traditions and other areas to verify or disprove
Edgar Cayce's psychic comments about the ancient past of predictions about the future. During the course of this
research, made several unique scientific contributions, including several scientific discoveries and the achievement
of an objective material score for the accuracy of a famous psychic, Edgar Cayce. Scientific discoveries made
during this time include: verification and correlation of earth quake and volcanic phenomenon with the cycles in
Chandler's Wobble (polar motion), discovery of the X Wave driver of plate tectonics, first demonstrated proof that
volcanism creates El Nino, discovery of the correlation of the X Wave Minimum with North Pacific Arc
earthquakes, first articulation of vortex plate tectonics, first demonstrated method for recovery of ancient memories
from old stories, myths, & legends, first quantified proof of an anomalous world-wide trend of rapidly increasing
tectonic activity and plate motion.
1995/97: Created MetaSyn Media as a sole proprietorship and primarily focused on the creation of an electronic
publishing enterprise on the World Wide Web of the Internet; study of technology, sociology, politics, and markets
of the Internet; created several websites for clients.
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1991/95: Ad-hoc consulting for business management, set-up, and planning projects; conducted a major study for a
client in preparation of a strategic marketing plan for products in the retail health food industry; taught several
software courses at Bellevue Community College (Windows, Excel, Winword, Intro To Computers); conducted
independent research in techniques to transmute and neutralize radiation; published results in 1996: "Experimental
Methods For Altering or Destroying Radioactivity".
1982/91: Initiated New Venture Associates as a consulting proprietorship for small business start-ups and
expansions; wrote several complete business plans for different clients during this period jointly with.Palms &
Company Inc., a private placement investment banking firml; reviewed business plans in all types of industries and
made recommendations concerning them; offered planning guidance and wrote business plans for about three dozen
clients of the firm; designed and installed the company's computer management systems.
1980/81: Organized the Solar Fuels Co. (a proprietorship) and published the "Alcohol-Biofuels Newsletter" for one
year, organized the "California Alcohol Fuel Producers Association" (a state lobby group) and conducted several
seminars and workshops on alcohol fuel production.
1979/80: Principal partner in AMBIX, a publishing company; authored and marketed the book "Solar Alcohol".
1979: Principal partner in Rainbow Arts; organized and managed the Northwest Arts Wholesale Tradeshow for 150
craft artists.
1975/78: Principal partner in Colorglyph Ceramic Arts, handling all aspects of artistic and commercial management,
including design, finances, and marketing.
1973/74: Co-organized and conducted the "Global Village Conference", sponsored by the Governor's Office, the
Washington State Library, and Evergreen State College; Managing Publisher for Cosmic Mechanix, an 80 page
futures guide to the application of advanced communication/information technology, published by Index; INDEX
video communications consultant to the Energy Symposia at Spokane Expo '74.
1973/79: Free-lance writing, consulting, and business involvements in promotion, media, technology, arts, and real
estate.
1970/72: Teaching Assistant in Political Science; organized and taught an independent course in American
Government for the last 4 quarters of this period.
1967/68: UW Student Body Vice-President; designed and installed the first program-management budgeting and
accounting system in a Washington State agency.
1965/68: Organized and managed Students Inc., a non-profit corporation which published Lecture Notes (with 45
employees); liquidated Students Inc. and donated program and assets to the A.S.U.W., which still operates the
program. In 1967, initiated and organized the U.W. Experimental College program, a non-credit educational
program which offers over 400 courses to about 5000 people each quarter.
1960/64: United States Navy, voluntary enlistment; served as an Electronics Technician servicing radar and
communications gear; over 300 units under my care as an ET2; honorable discharge.
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Publications & Artistic Productions
1967: Wrote a program design book for the National Students Association, titled "Lecture Notes"; published by
Students Inc.
1969: Organized research project and authored "University Decision-Making", a 120 page analysis of the University
of Washington; published by the A.S.U.W.
1972: Wrote "Industrial Washington", a 50 page analysis of energy planning and a comparative study of regional
planning by various governmental actors in the Puget Sound Region, and "Seattle: Past, Present, & Future", a 200
page analysis of the urban growth projectory, both as part of a dissertation program.
1972: Wrote "Cybernetic Renaissance Fair", a 22 page program outline for a participatory futures program in
communication/information policy-making; published by the American Bicentennial Commission.
1973: Wrote a "Critique of the Metro Bus Plan", a 30 page policy analysis of a ten year capital investment and
public service plan of the Metropolitan Municipality of Seattle (politically circulated).
1973: Authored "Global Village Program", a 120 page program outline for the use of advanced
communication/information technology at Expo '74; circulated by Index, a non-profit research and public service
corporation.
1973: Designed & produced the "1975 Cosmic Clock", a printed wheel-mandala calendar; sold about 2500 copies.
1974: Invented the "Time Machine", a futures game of the Pacific Northwest, drawn from a manuscript "Energy and
the Future of the Pacific Northwest"; used in group process work with the World Future Society, Weyerhaueser, and
other organizations.
1974: Finished a 20,000 word manuscript "Energy and the Future of the Pacific Northwest"; privately circulated by
the Washington Environmental Council and the Army Corps of Engineers.
1974: Wrote "Environmental Energy", "The Energy Crisis", and "Puget Sound Environmental Energy"; three briefs
published by Index.
1975: Designed and produced the 1976 Cosmic Clock, a 32" wheel mandala, silk-screened by hand as a limited
edition in 9 colors. (100 sold)
1975: Wrote "Gift of the Midwives", an 8200 word psychic science scenario, remains unpublished.
1975: Wrote "Community Information Service Network", a 78 page program design for a computerized community
information referrel network, for Index.
1976: Established a commercially successful line of ceramic jewelry; 30 designs of whales, dolphins, rainbows,
hearts, etc.
1977: Successfully expanded ceramic jewelry line to over 60 designs.
1978: Created a new line of ceramic jewelry and plaques, including 13 new designs in pendents and a King Tut
Commemorative Plaque.
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1978: Created and produced a promotional package for Colorglyph Ceramic Art; including 7 color brochures and an
entire mail order catalog system for wholesaling to retailers.
1978: Designed and produced promotional graphics for several organizations.
1978: Exhibition in Pacific Northwest Arts and Crafts Fair (Bellevue); "Color Mirror of Solar System".
1979: Created all promotional material, press releases, graphics, etc. for the Northwest Arts Wholesale Trade Show.
1979: Authored the book entitled "Solar Alcohol, The Fuel Revolution", three printings under Ambix. (123 pp.)
1980: Authored and published 12 issues of the "Alcohol-Biofuels Newsletter", a 10 page monthly; folded
publication due to the recession and the collapse of the renewable energy industry.
1983: Wrote "Teleshopper", a five year business plan for computerized information systems for private clients; a
feasiblity study.
1984: Designed a book, "The Peace Catalog", for a private client and prepared a one year business plan for "Press
For Peace, Inc."
1984: Prepared a national TV/Telemarketing plan for "The Peace Catalog".
1985: Wrote "The Video-Magazine", a feasibility study for publishing a video-tape magazine; prepared for a private
client.
1985: Wrote "The Entrepreneurial Development Strategy For The People Of The State Of Washington", an 80 page
document sponsored by Veritas Services, privately circulated for support & possible publication; summary article
published in the July issue of NW Entrepreneur Magazine.
1985: Wrote "Financial Management Strategy For Entrepreneurial Incubation: A Seed $ Program For Small
Business Incubation", a 60 page business plan for the operation of a venture capital fund.
1985: Wrote "The Elegant Mousse & Other Penguins", a business plan for a restaurant operation and wholesale
marketing of a line of chocolate mousse and other custard desserts, prepared for a private client.
1985: Wrote "Business Plan For The El Gaucho Restaurant & The Collage Deli", a turn-around plan for a restaurant
loosing money and a start-up plan for a new deli restaurant concept, prepared for a private client.
1986: Wrote "High Technology In The State Of Washington", an extensive article which reviews the underpinnings
of the regional high technology industry; partially published in the "Washington State Pavilion Official Guidebook".
1986/87: Prepared about a dozen professional "Memo Of Analysis & Proposal" for clients of Palms & Company;
these outlined how to structure additional rounds of capitalization and the strategy for raising the capital. Critiqued
several hundred business plans & provided counseling for improving them; installed and created all aspects of Palms
& Co.'s computer management system, including design of an extensive database and the program structure for a
"Venture Net Telecommunications System".
1987: Wrote "The Cybernetic Renaissance", a extensive analysis of the evolution and future prospects of the
electronics, computer, and robotics industries.
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1987: Designed and tested the "Venture Banker Financial Model", a spreadsheet template for producing pro forma
financial statements and business plans.
1987: "High Technology In The State Of Washington" article published in the Seattle Times, Sept. 27, 1987.
1987/89: Prepared several business plans for clients of Palms & Company (names withheld for client
confidentiality): "Commercial Robotics", "A National Perfume Company", "A Roofing Company", "A Movie
Production Company", "A Placer Gold-Mining Company", "A Private Airport Payphone Company", "A Shoe Sole
Manufacturer", and "A Regional Real Estate Development Company".
1989: Conducted a market survey in Russia of trade opportunities with the Soviet Union.
1990: Wrote "Transformation Of The Soviet Economy" and "The American-Soviet Alliance", two essays about the
steps which the Soviet Union must take to solve its critical economic and foreign affairs problems; primarily
circulated in Russia; hearings on the essays were conducted in March by the Central Committee of the Communist
Party at the request of President Gorbachov.
1990: Substantially rewrote the "Cybernetic Renaissance" article in preparation for publishing it; an analysis of the
trendlines in the computer industry and a 10 year forecast of major entrepreneurial opportunities.
1991: Wrote business plan for "MAXAPOWER", a plan for marketing a new technology for the use of hydrogen as
a source of energy; handbuilt own "demo design" for a hydrogen generator; wrote business plan for MAXTRAX, an
agrobotics venture with a showcase project in Sri Lanka.
1992/93: Wrote a "Strategic Market Study" for Juice On The Loose, Inc., a long term analysis of the health food
juicing industry and its likely development.
1993/94 Wrote a patent application for the Keller Catalytic Process, a method for transmuting radioactivity into
harmless elements. Conducted a series of scientific experiments which verified the Keller Catalytic Process and the
findings of other researchers; wrote up the results in a study titled "Experimental Methods For Altering Or
Destroying Radioactivity".
1994: Prepared a "Start-Up Business Plan" and several Excel models of juicebars and a juicebar franchising program
for Juice On The Loose, Inc.
1995/98: Setup a website for MetaSyn Media as an electronic publishing company; created many websites and
hundreds of webpages.
1999: Completed a trilogy titled "Return of the Phoenix:, over a thousand combined pages about the work and
predictions of Edgar Cayce and the articulation of several new scientific findings and theories in the field of earth
science.
2000/08: Published three annual "Earth Changes Bulletin" editions as well as a weekly newsletter of the same
name.
2002: Published “Sacred Initiations”, a spiral-bound manual for how to use yogi breathing techniques, selected
mantras, and meditation techniques to open the chakra points and energy channels in body and soul; a practical
framework for exploring spiritual healing, kundalini, rapture, trance, and ascension phenomenon.
2003/08: Published "The Coming Economic Collapse of 2006" based on the 25 year economic depression cycle
which predicts a major economic "bottom" in 2007; in progress with new titles due for release in 2008.
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